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We would like to report a visual illusion that we have
stumbled across in our laboratory and which we find
difficult to explain. The illusion can easily be produced
(and we would like to encourageyou to try it) by holding
a monitor, with a constant velocity grating on it, and
swaying it from side to side in front of a stationary
observer. When this is being done, three different
percepts of the grating’svelocity relative to the monitor
may be reported by the observer, depending on the
grating’s velocity and its direction: (i) The grating is
perceived as stationary relative to the monitor (the
grating seems to “freeze” on the screen), which appears
to happenwhen the retinalvelocityof the grating is lower
than the retinal velocity$ of the monitor and in the same
direction. (ii) A decelerationof the grating relative to the
monitor is perceived, which appears to happen when the
retinal velocity of the grating is again lower than retinal
velocity of the monitorbut in the oppositedirection.(iii)
No change in velocityof the gratingrelative to the screen
is perceived (and sometimes an acceleration of the
*TNOHuman Factors Research Institute, Kampweg5, P.O. Box 23,
3769 ZG SoesterbergThe Netherlands.
~Towhom all correspondenceshouldbe addressed [FUX(0)+31 346
353977;E mwertheim@tm.tno.nl].
$Pleasenote that in describingthe illusionwe are speakingin terms of
retinal grating velocity relative to peak retinal monitor velocity.
The reported data points (see Fig. 1) are the result of sinusoidally
accelerating a monitorwith a constantvelocity grating on it. Tbus,
we are speaking of retinal grating velocity relative to sinusoidal
retinal monitorvelocity and we have chosento describe it in terms
of the retinal velocities at the peak velocity of the sine. However,
we have reason to believe, as a result of less rigidly controlled
situations (e.g., walking past the monitorwith a constant velocity)
that the phenomena apply to constant retinal monitor velocity as
well.
grating relative to the screen is reported),which appears
to happen when the retinal velocity of the grating is
higherthan retinalvelocityof the monitorand in the same
direction. (Owing to limitationsto our stimulusgenerat-
ing device we cannot say anything about the fourth
possibility, which would be a higher retinal grating
velocity than retinal velocity of the monitor but in the
opposite direction.) The same phenomena can be
produced when the monitor is moved in the subject’s
peripheralfield (for an illustrationof the phenomenasee
Fig. 1).
An interesting additional phenomenon is that when
illusory stationarity(I) or deceleration(II) of the grating
on the screen is perceived, the white stripes, if one has a
black and white grating, are (according to spontaneous
verbal reportsby our observers)perceivedas being much
broader than they actually are, at the cost of the black
stripes,which appear to be thinner.
In addition, the same illusory percepts of grating
velocity and spatial frequency are produced when the
observer is moved and the monitorwith the grating on it
is stationary. It happens, for instance, when making a
visual pursuit eye movementacross a stationarymonitor
with a movinggratingon ‘it(e.g., follow your fingerwith
youreyeswhilstmovingit in frontof the monitor).It also
happens during sinusoidal whole body motion along a
linear track past a stationary monitor with a moving
grating on it, whilst fixating a head stationary LED (in
retinal terms this last set-up equals the one described in
Fig. 1).
If self-motion is such that the grating and the
observer’s eyes move in the same direction, then the
grating seems to “freeze” on the monitor when the
velocity of the grating is lower than velocity of the
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FIGURE1. Data of two repeated measurementsof three subjects(openand solidsquares,openand solidcircles andpointedup
and down triangles) in two conditions (left and right panel). Subjects were seated, in an illuminated room, next to a linear
acceleration track on which a monitor was mounted,with the screen parallel to the track. The subject was fixating a small
fixationcross (distancefrom the eyes was 1m) straightaheadand parallel to the track, suchthat the monitorwas in the subject’s
left peripheral field. The monitor could be moved, making half a sinus along the horizontal track with a 80 cm peak to peak
displacement (and a frequency of 0.15 Hz). The beginning and end of the monitor’s motion were not visible to the subject
(shieldedwith cardboardscreens). In the subject’srightperipheralfieldwas a secondmonitormountedon a stationarytable. On
bothmonitors,a constantvelocitygratingcouldbe presented.(Whenthe monitoron the left was at its peakvelocity,the distance
between both monitorswas 80cm. Distanceof the subject’seyes along the visual axis to the midpointof the two monitorswas
60 cm. The monitor screens were 26cm wide and 20cm high. The grating comprisedtwo periods of a modulatedsinewave.)
The relative velocity of the grating on the movingmonitor (standardgrating)was estimated by the subjects in two conditions:
with the monitormovingat a maximumvelocityof 40 cm/sec awayfromthe subject (left panel)and with the monitormovingat
a maximumvelocityof –40 cm/sec towardsthe subject (rightpanel).Therelativevelocityof the standardgratingwas estimated
by the subjects in relation to an adjustablegrating on the stationarymonitor(test grating) as follows: first the standardgrating
was presented, then the test grating was briefly presented and the subject was asked whether it movedrelative to the monitor
faster than, slower than or at approximatelythe same velocity as the previouslypresented standard grating. If the two grating
velocitieswere notjudged to be the same, the standardgratingwas presentedagain, followedagainby the test grating,of which
the velocity had been adjusted by the experimenter (accordingto the subject’sprevious answer). This sequencewas repeated
until, according to the subject, both gratings had approximatelythe same velocity relative to their respective monitors. The
velocityof the test gratingat this pointwas then takenas the subject’sestimateof the relativevelocityof the standardgrating@
axis). Standard grating velocity was then changed. Measurementswere taken for 15 standard grating velocities (in random
order) between —70and 70 cm/sec (x-axis below), which implied that retinal standard grating velocities could have values
between – 110and 110cm/sec (x-axisabove).The diagonalline depicts ideallyestimatedrelative gratingvelocity.For reasons
of convenience(linear motion is presentedand thus the visual angle and distance to stimulusare constantlychanging)we have
calculated linear velocities in crn/sec.Retinalgratingvelocityhas been definedas the differencebetweenpeak monitorvelocity
and grating velocity relative to the screen.
subject’s eyes in space (I) and it seems to decelerate on
the monitor when the velocity of the grating is higher
than velocity of the subject’s eyes in space (II). In both
cases, a broadening of the white stripes is reported.
Perceived velocity of the grating on the screen as well as
the perceived stripe width remain unchanged when the
grating and the subject’seyes in space move in opposite
directions (III).
Finally, although for the sake of clarity we are only
referring to gratings throughout this paper, these
phenomena are so general that they happen with any
pattern you can think of: gratings (with any size,
luminance contrast and spatial frequency), scrolling
letters (this can easily be done using the monitorof your
PC), words, etc. Also the illusion happens in the light
(with full view of other objects in the room) as well as in
the dark.
Calculationof monitor refresh rate (87 Hz) dividedby
the grating temporal frequencies used shows that the
illusionis not an artefact caused by the monitor’srefresh
rate (the so called “wagonwheeleffect”). In addition,the
wagonwheel effect often manifests itself as illusory
motionin the directionoppositeto real (physical)motion.
A reversal of motion direction of the grating relative to
the screen is never perceivedby our subjects.Finally, the
fact that the phenomenamay be producedu s
words excludesthe possibilityof the wagonwheeleffect.
Anotherpossibleexplanationmightbe that the percept
of stationarity (I) or deceleration (II) of the grating
relative to the monitor, is a manifestation of elevated
—
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thresholdsfor the perceptionof relative motion.Weber’s
law states that difference thresholdsbetween two signals
increase linearly with signal size. The illusionof grating
stationarityrelative to the screen (I) might occur because
the two retinal velocities to be compared—that of the
grating and that of the monitor—are relatively high.
Retinalvelocity of the monitor is the same when creating
each of the three possible perceptions described above,
and the “freezing” or decelerating of the grating on the
monitoroccurswhen the retinalvelocity of the grating is
lower than the retinal velocity of the monitor (1 and II).
However, when the retinal velocity of the grating is
higherthan thatof the monitor(111)the “freezing” should
also occur,because in that case the retinalvelocitiesto be
compared are even higher than in I and H. But, as we
described above, in those circumstances the percept of
relative motion between grating and monitor remains
unchanged (or may even be one of increased grating
velocity; III).
The illusion reported in this paper is not the Filehne
illusion (Filehne, 1922):when a pursuit eyemovementis
made across a briefly presented stationary background,
the background is perceived as moving in the direction
opposite to eye velocity.The backgroundis perceived as
stationarywhen it is given a compensatingvelocityin the
same direction as eye velocity (Mack & Herman, 1973).
First, in the set-upsdescribed above, a stationarygrating
was never perceived as moving in the direction opposite
to self-motion. Second, the Filehne illusion has always
been reported as happening in a dark environment and
with brief background presentations (although not by
Filehne himself). Longer background presentations
(Wertheim, 1987), illuminated surroundings or dark
adapted eyes (De Graaf & Wertheim, 1990) make the
illusiondisappearor even invert it. Our illusionof grating
stationarity(I) occurs in darknessas well as in a normally
illuminated environment and with a continuous grating
(background)presentation.Third, the Filehne illusion is
produced during self-motion, whereas our illusion can
also be produced without self-motion, by moving the
monitor in front of a stationary subject.
In their 1977 paper, Pavard and Berthoz reported a
percept of “freezing” of a constant velocity pattern that
was continuously present in the peripheral field of a
subject who was being linearly accelerated on a cart.
There was no retinal motion of the borders of the screen
on which the stimuluswas displayed,because the screen
was fixed relative to the observer’shead and the subject
fixated a black head-stationarycross in order to prevent
eye movements.In addition, the environmentoutsidethe
cart was not visible to the subject,. Therefore their
“freezing” illusion had to be the result of a visual–
vestibular interaction. In our linear acceleration set-up,
not only was there retinal motion of the monitor rims on
which the stimuluswas displayed,but this is what seems
to have caused the effect. The illusionalso happenswhen
moving the monitor insteadof the subject.Therefore,our
illusion of a stabilized grating must have a visual
explanation.
Finally, the illusion seems to have a lot in common
with the “motion capture” phenomenon(e.g. Ramachan-
dran & Cavanagh,1987):movingspots that are displaced
over a certain visual angle, that differs from the angle
over which an outline is simultaneouslydisplaced (i.e.,
borders of the screen on which the dots are presented)
appear to jump with the outline (also, a high spatial
frequency grating projected onto a low spatial frequency
gratingwill appeartojump with the low spatialfrequency
gratingwhen it is displacedover a certain angle). In other
words: the low spatial frequency or outline seems to
“capture” the motion of the high spatial frequency.The
capture is strongestwhen the dots move along the same
axis as the outline and when the direction of the dots is
with rather than against the motion of the outline. Note
that Ramachandran and Cavanagh describe capture in
terms of displacement and not in terms of velocity or
coherentmotion. Keeping this in mind, we can make the
following comparison.In our illusion, the “freezing” of
the gratingon the monitor is strongestwhen the grating’s
retinal velocity is in the same direction as, and smaller
than the monitor’sretinal velocity (1),which agrees with
motion capture (the grating moves with the monitor on
the retina). The illusion is less strong but still present
when the grating’s retinal velocity is opposite to, and
smallerthan the monitor’sretinalvelocity(11),which also
agreeswith motioncapture(thegratingmovesagainstthe
monitor on the retina). When the grating’s retinal
velocity is higher than, but still in the same direction as
the monitor’s retinal velocity, the illusion disappears
(III), which neither agrees nor disagrees with motion
capture since the relationship between capture and
velocity has not been studied yet. Furthermore a
coherently moving field of dots has been shown to be
able to “capture” a stationary blob (Murakami &
Shimojo, 1993). Whether the blob will be perceived as
movingagainstthe fieldof dots (inducedmotion)or with
the field of dots (motion capture) was shown to be
dependent on luminance contrast, eccentricity and size.
Higher luminance contrast, smaller eccentricities and
larger inducer sizes should change “capture” to induced
motion.Our illusionoccurswith coherentmotionsignals.
So far (playingwith the luminanceand contrast controls
on the monitor) we have not been able to change the
strengthof the effect by changingthe luminancecontrast
of the monitor. Eccentricity does seem to increase the
strength of the illusion, however, this effect is not very
strong which can already be deduced from the fact that
the illusionhappensnot only in the peripheralfieldof the
subject but also in the frontal plane.
Some researchers have investigated the perceived
motion of a window containing a moving pattern (e.g.,
Ramachandran & Anstis, 1990; Zhang et al., 1993). In
these studies the windows were small compared to our
monitorscreen and reported “motion capture” comprised
capture of the window by the moving pattern. The
phenomenawe report in this paper are opposite to this:
the window captures the moving pattern.
Finally, it should be noted that a change in perceived
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width of the white stripes of a grating, at the expense of
the black ones, has not been reported to accompany any
of the above-mentionedexplanations.
In conclusion,the phenomenonhas characteristicsthat
are comparable with different variations of capture.
However, it includes characteristics that have not been
reported before and that we feel need an explanation:
retinal velocities seem to be critical irrespective of
their source (objectmovement,eye movement,or head
movement);
the phenomena occur foveally as well as peripherally;
a surround having higher retinal velocity captures a
centre having lower retinal velocity;
brighter portions of the grating are reported to look
broader if capture occurs.
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